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Abstract

The evaluation of the electron-ion bremsstrahlung cross section—exact to all orders in the Coulomb

potential—is computationally expensive due to the appearance of hypergeometric functions. Therefore

tabulations are widely used. Here, we provide an approximate formula for the non-relativistic dipole

process valid for all applicable relative velocities and photon energies. Its validity spans from the Born-

to the classical regime and from soft-photon emission to the kinematic endpoint. The error remains

below 3% (and widely below 1%) except at an isolated region of hard-photon emission at the quantum-

to-classical crossover. We use the formula to obtain the thermally averaged emission spectrum and

cooling function in a Maxwellian plasma and demonstrate that they are accurate to better than 2%.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of electron-ion bremsstrahlung has a

long history and is of ample importance in astrophysics

among other branches of physics. Early classical and

quantum mechanical calculations date back almost a

century (Kramers 1923; Oppenheimer 1929; Sugiura

1929; Sommerfeld 1931; Bethe & Heitler 1934). The full

relativistic process was treated by Elwert & Haug (1969)

who obtained a triple differential cross section in scatter-

ing angle, photon emission angle and energy. Although

this result is considered state-of-the-art in calculating

free-free transitions of electrons and ions (Chluba et al.

2020), it is obtained in an expansion of (Zα), where Z

is the ion charge and α is the fine-structure constant,

on the account that a closed form continuum solution

of the Dirac equation for a pure Coulomb field remains

unknown (Bethe & Maximon 1954). However, when rel-

ativistic corrections are small, a non-relativistic single

differential cross section in photon energy, exact in the

mutual Coulomb interaction of the colliding electron-ion

pair, exists (Sommerfeld & Maue 1935).

The latter result involves the evaulation of hypergeo-

metric functions over a wide range of parameters and ar-

guments, which can become computationally prohibitive

in certain kinematic regimes. For this reason, dedi-
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cated tabulations of the associated Gaunt factor have

been presented (Karzas & Latter 1961; van Hoof et al.

2014, 2015) that enter, e.g., spectral synthesis codes

such as CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 2013, 2017). However,

it is desirable for many applications to have simple an-

alytic formulæ at hand that allow for fast approximate

calculations, even if they cannot compete in terms of

computational speed and accuracy with high-precision

table-lookup and interpolation. Indeed, a sizable num-

ber of approximations with varying, but always confined

regions of validity exist for the non-relativistic regime;

for an overview, see Brussaard & van de Hulst (1962).

The dimensionless numbers that characterize the

Coulomb bremsstrahlung process are the Sommerfeld

parameters νi,f and the emitted energy fraction x,

νi,f ≡
αZ

vi,f
, x ≡ 2ω

mev
2
i

, (1)

where vi,f is the initial (final) non-relativistic electron

velocity, me is the electron mass and ω is the energy

of the emitted photon; note that νf = νi/
√

1− x. The

known approximations apply to special values of x and

νi,f . The Born expressions for νi,f � 1 (Oppenheimer

1929; Sugiura 1929) were extended to νi . 1 and arbi-

trary νf by Elwert (1939). In the classical regime ~→ 0,

the Sommerfeld parameters become large, νi,f � 1, and

the emitted photon energy becomes small, x� 1, while

the product xνi remains independent of ~. In this re-

gion of parameter space, there then exist two classical

limits, one for xνi � 1 (Landau & Lifshitz 1975) and
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one for xνi � 1 (Kramers 1923). Only most recently,

a soft-photon formula (x � 1) was found that works

for arbitrary νi (Weinberg 2019), hence connecting the

Born and classical regimes.

All of the above asymptotic expressions and approxi-

mations work well in their regions of validity, but have

large errors outside, and are therefore only of limited

use when calculating integrated quantities like emission

spectra and cooling rates. It is the purpose of this pa-

per, to present an approximate formula that works for

arbitrary νi and all allowed values of x, hence span-

ning the entire non-relativistic parameter space. Al-

though the formula cannot be derived from first prin-

ciples, it lends itself to easy, yet reasonably accurate

determinations of the energy-differential photon emis-

sion cross section, of its thermally averaged counterpart

as well as of the cooling function. For example, it may

be used to gain insights into scaling relations or to ver-

ify the implementation of tabulated rates. The formula

is hence a first of its kind for the important free-free

dipole process, and we test its validity by comparing

against the exact results. A similar program, based on

a soft-photon formula obtained in Pradler & Semmel-

rock (2021a), was recently carried out for non-relativistic

quadrupole bremsstrahlung in Pradler & Semmelrock

(2021b).

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2 we intro-

duce the Gaunt factor for electron-ion bremsstrahlung

and compare the exact literature result to our approx-

imate formula. In Sec. 3 we provide thermal averages

in a Maxwellian plasma, obtain the production spec-

trum and cooling function. Conclusions are offered in

Sec. 4. Throughout the paper we use natural units

~ = c = kB = 1.

2. FREE-FREE GAUNT FACTOR

2.1. Definition and previous results

For electron-ion bremsstrahlung, the differential cross

section is conventionally expressed as a product of the

classical electrodynamics result by Kramers (1923) and

a free-free Gaunt factor gff that corrects for the quantum

nature of the process,

x
dσ

dx
=

16π

3
√

3

α3Z2

m2
ev

2
i

× gff(x, νi). (2)

The Gaunt factor is a function of the emitted photon

energy ω measured in units of the available initial energy

x.1

The exact non-relativistic Gaunt factor is most often

quoted in the following form (Karzas & Latter 1961),2

gff =
2
√

3

πνiνf

[
(ν2
i + ν2

f + 2ν2
i ν

2
f )I0

−2νiνf (1 + ν2
i )1/2(1 + ν2

f )1/2I1

]
I0 (3a)

with the definitions of I0 and I1 given through

Il =
1

4

[
4νiνf(
νi − νf

)2
]l+1

eπ|νi−νf |/2

× |Γ (l + 1 + iνi) Γ
(
l + 1 + iνf

)
|

Γ(2l + 2)
Gl, (3b)

and where Gl is the real function,

Gl = |β|−iνi−iνf 2F1(l + 1− iνf , l + 1− iνi; 2l + 2; z)

(3c)

with β = (νi+νf )/(νi−νf ) and z = −4νiνf/(νi − νf )2.

Equation (3) is exact in the Coulomb interaction and

is therefore valid for arbitrary νi and νf . In the classical

regime, νi,f � 1, or for hard photon emission x → 1

for which νf � 1, Eq. (3) requires the evaluation of

2F1 for large imaginary arguments. This is a difficult

and computationally expensive task (Michel & Stoitsov

2008; Johansson 2016) and in practical applications ei-

ther tabulations or expansions with limited range of va-

lidity are used.

Before we proceed with introducing a new and sim-

ple approximate formula, we collect the most important

limits of and approximations to gff in Eq. (3). In the

Born limit, νi,f � 1, the Gaunt factor reduces to (Op-

penheimer 1929; Sugiura 1929)

gff|Born =

√
3

π
ln

(
1 +
√

1− x
1−
√

1− x

)
. (4)

In the classical limit, νi � 1, the asymptotic behaviour

of the hypergeometric function depends on the product

of x and νi, yielding two distinct cases. For xνi � 1,

1
Treating the relative velocities vi,f as relativistic quantities (mo-
mentum over energy) extends the validity of the non-relativistic
expressions into the mildly relativistic region; see Chluba et al.
(2020) for a quantitative comparison.

2
In its shortest version, the Gaunt factor is written in terms of
a derivative of the absolute square of a hypergeometric func-
tion (Sommerfeld &Maue 1935), which is, however, less amenable
to immediate numerical evaluation.
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Figure 1. Left: Regions of validity of several approximations with better than 1% error in the νi, x plane. The Elwert
approximation (7) is shown in red, the soft-photon approximation (9) in gray and the Kramers limit (gff = 1) and the Kramers
expansion (8) in blue. Right: Relative error of the approximate formula (10). Regions where the approximation overestimates
(underestimates) the Gaunt factor are shown in red (blue). The contours of positive (negative) deviations are shown in solid
(dotted) black lines as labeled.

Eq. (3) reduces to (Landau & Lifshitz 1975)

gff|soft
classical =

√
3

π
ln

(
4

x νi e
γ

)
, (5)

where γ = 0.5772 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.

For xνi � 1, one retrieves the result by Kramers (1923)

and the Gaunt factor is unity by definition.

Finally, there is a third limiting case, when the collid-

ing electron is fast, νi � 1, but when a significant frac-

tion of energy is radiated for which νf � 1, (Berestetskii

et al. 1982)

gff|hard =
4
√

3νi

1− e−2πνf
. (6)

Similarly to the Kramers limit, this Gaunt factor tends

to a finite value for x→ 1. This is owed to the possibility

of bound-state formation by emission of quanta with x >

1. Equation (6) has a rather limited range of validity in

the (νi, x) parameter space.

The two most important attempts to extend the re-

gions of validity of the Born and classical expressions are

the following: in the prescription by Elwert (1939) one

multiplies the Born expression by a ratio of Sommerfeld

factors,

gff|Elwert =

√
3

π

νf
νi

1− e−2πνi

1− e−2πνf
ln

(
1 +
√

1− x
1−
√

1− x

)
, (7)

which extends the region of validity of the Born result

to νi . 1. In turn, the original classical expression by

Kramers can be extended by expanding Eq. (3) for large

values of νf − νi (Grant 1958),

gff|Kramers exp. = 1 +
0.21775(
νf − νi

)2/3 − 0.01312(
νf − νi

)4/3 . (8)

Finally, in an insightful analysis (and clearing some

previous misconceptions about widely used approxima-

tions to the Gaunt factor), Weinberg (2019) recently

found a dipole formula for soft-photon emission, x� 1,

that is valid for arbitrary νi.

gff|soft =

√
3

π

[
ln

(
4

xζ

)
+

π2ν2
i

sinh2 πνi
ln ζ

]
. (9)

Here, ζ = νie
γ is determined by matching onto the clas-

sical limit (5). The expression is obtained from an old

formula that applies to soft-photon emission (Weinberg

1965) and the sum of two terms appears in a split-

ting of the electron scattering-angle integral; the fac-

tor SiSf |x→0 = π2ν2
i / sinh2 πνi is a correction intro-

duced to the forward-scattering direction; here, Si,f =

±2πνi,f/(e
±2πνi,f −1) are the Sommerfeld factors where

the positive and negative signs correspond to i and f ,

respectively. The Gaunt factor gff|soft asymptotes to

gff|soft
classical in the limit νi � 1 and to gff|soft

Born =√
3/π ln (4/x) in the limit νi � 1. The region of va-

lidity of Eq. (9) is x � min{1, ν−1
i }, limiting its appli-

cability to soft photons, especially in the classical regime

when νi � 1.

In the left panel of Fig. 1 we summarize the most

important approximations introduced above and show
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their regions of validity to within 1% accuracy in the

νi-x plane. One can see that the Elwert approxima-

tion (7) stays within 1% accuracy for νi . 0.2 and

extends to larger values of νi towards the kinematic

endpoint x → 1. The classical expression by Kramers

(gff = 1) becomes valid for xνi & 160 and the further

expansion (8) extends this region to xνi & 0.6. Finally,

the soft-photon approximation (9) stays within 1% ac-

curacy for xνi . 0.007 in the semi-classical regime and

for x . 0.08 in the Born regime.

2.2. A new approximate formula

The soft-photon formula (9) is remarkable in that it is

able to cover arbitrary νi, but, unfortunately, with a re-

striction on the smallness of x, especially in the classical

region. However, inspection of the Born limit (4) and of

the Kramers classical expression (2) suggests an exten-

sion that lifts those restrictions, widens the validity to

x ∼ 1 and includes the classical regime where xνi � 1.

We propose the formula,

gff '
√

3

π

[
ln

(
1 +

1

νie
γ

1 +
√

1− x
1−
√

1− x

)
+

π2ν2
i

sinh2 πνi
ln (νie

γ)− 10

3
ν2
i e
− 3

2πνi

(
5

1 + e10(x−6/7)
− 2

)]
+

xνi

π−2/3 + xνi
.

(10)

This equation yields the correct Born limit (4) for νi � 1

for which the logarithms combine and all other contribu-

tions become negligible. For νi � 1 it also approaches

the correct classical limits (5) for xνi � 1 and unity

for xνi & 1. The additional term +1 in the first log-

arithm prevents the classical soft-photon cross section

from yielding unphysical negative values for xνi & 1.

In the same limit, the last term in Eq. (10) ensures the

matching onto the classical hard-photon cross section for

xνi � 1. Finally, the third term in the square brackets is

added by hand to improve on the quantum-to-classical

crossover region νi ∼ 1 for which the soft-photon ex-

pression (9) deviates most from the exact result, even

for x � 1. There, the term in the round brackets is

approximately +3 for x . 0.5 and steeply drops to ap-

proximately −1 towards the kinematic endpoint, chang-

ing sign at x ' 0.9.

It is clear that (10) is not unique. For example, one

may attempt to combine the benefits of the Elwert- and

soft-photon approximation for a more precise coverage

of the hard-photon region. It turns out, that this gen-

erally requires stitching together terms using step-like

functions and one tends to end up with unwieldy ex-

pressions. Our guiding principle is to provide a short

and easy-to-evaluate analytical formula, even if it comes

with small deductions on accuracy. As will be seen be-

low, an additional benefit of (10) is that it is readily

integrable in x. In any case, if one strives for precision,

one should of course use the exact result.

In the right panel of Fig. 1, we show the relative error

of Eq. (10) with respect to the exact Gaunt factor (3)

as a function of x and νi. Solid (dashed) contours de-

lineate the regions where the approximation overesti-

mates (underestimates) the exact result by more than

1%. The diagonal positive and negative error regions

in the left panel stem from the transition between the

soft (xνi � 1) and hard (xνi � 1) classical limits. As

can be seen, the approximation works generally better

than 3% in almost the entire parameter space. In the

two isolated regions left and right of log10 νi = 0 and

close to the kinematic endpoint x → 1, the deviations

become largest. There, the relative error climbs above

3% for x > 0.7 and reaches its maximum of 17% (10%)

at the very endpoint, x = 0.99, in the left (right) island.

In the top-left panel of Fig. 2, we show the numeri-

cal comparison between Eq. (10) (dashed red lines) and

the exact Gaunt factor (solid black lines) on the same

νi-interval for six values of log10 x = [−6,−1] in incre-

ments of 1 dex. To demonstrate the failure of the Elw-

ert approximation, the Kramers expansion and the soft-

photon approximation outside their respective regions of

validity, we also show the values of Eq. (7), (8) and (9)

and in dash-dotted, dash-double-dotted and dotted lines

respectively. In the bottom-left panel, the relative error

of Eq. (10) with respect to the exact Gaunt factor is

shown. As can be seen, our approximation has a maxi-

mum error of 2.3% for the chosen x-range.

3. THERMALLY AVERAGED GAUNT FACTORS

A non-relativistic Maxwellian plasma of temperature

T is a commonly encountered environment in astro-

physics. The average production of photons per volume,
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Figure 2. Free-free Gaunt factor (left) and integrated Gaunt factor (right) over a wide range of parameters x and νi. The
approximate formula (10) (dashed red) is compared to the exact result (solid black lines). The soft-photon approximation (9) is
shown in dotted blue, the Elwert approximation (7) and the Kramers expansion (8) are shown in gray. The relative error of the
approximation is shown in the bottom panels. In the left panel, the {solid, dashed, dotted, dash-dotted, dash-double-dotted,
long-dashed} lines correspond to values of log10 x = {−6,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1}.

time and photon energy due to dipole bremsstrahlung in

such a plasma is given by

dΓbrem

dV dω
=

16

3

√
2π

3

nenIα
3Z2

m3/2
e T 1/2ω

〈gff〉. (11)

Here, 〈gff〉 is a thermally averaged Gaunt factor and ne
and nI are the number densities of electrons and (fully

ionized) ions. Introducing the dimensionless energy ξ ≡
ω/T , the most probable value of νi, νp ≡ αZ

√
me/(2T )

and the dimensionless initial energy, u ≡ mev
2
i /(2T ),

the averaged Gaunt factor is given by (Karzas & Latter

1961),

〈gff〉(ξ, νp) =

∫ ∞
ξ

du e−u gff

(
x =

ξ

u
, νi =

νp√
u

)
, (12)

Another quantity of ample astrophysical interest is the

cooling function, i.e., the energy lost per volume and

time in the plasma,

Λbrem =
16

3

√
2π

3

nenIα
3Z2

m3/2
e

T 1/2〈gff〉tot. (13)

Here, 〈gff〉tot is the total, energy-integrated and ther-

mally averaged, Gaunt factor (Karzas & Latter 1961)

〈gff〉tot(νp) =

∫ ∞
0

dξ 〈gff〉(ξ, νp) (14a)

=

∫ ∞
0

duu e−u
∫ 1

0

dx gff

(
x, νi =

νp√
u

)
.

(14b)

The second line is particularly convenient because the

dx integration of Eq. (10) can be performed analyti-

cally. One then obtains Λbrem by the single remaining

du integration of (15) in (14b). The dx integral yields

∫ 1

0

dxgff =

√
3

π

[
(1+νie

γ )2 ln(1+νie
γ )+2(1−νieγ (1+ln4))

(1−νieγ )2 −ln(νie
γ )+

π2ν2
i ln(νie

γ )

sinh2πνi
−Aν2

i e
−3

2πνi

]
−

ln
(

1+π2/3νi

)
π2/3νi

+1,

(15)
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ξ and νp. The approximate formula (10) (dashed red) is compared to the exact result (solid black lines). The soft-photon
approximation (9) is shown in dotted blue, the Elwert approximation (7) and the Kramers expansion (8) are shown in gray. The
relative error of the approximation is shown in the bottom panels. In the left panel, the {solid, dashed, dotted, dash-dotted,
dash-double-dotted, long-dashed, triple-dotted} lines correspond to values of log10 ξ = {−6,−5,−4,−3,−2,−1, 0}.

with A = −5/21(18 + 7 log[(1 + e10/7)/(1 + e60/7)]) '
7.26. For completeness, we also record the Born

and classical limits,
∫ 1

0
dx gff|Born = 2

√
3/π and∫ 1

0
dx gff|classical = 1, respectively.

In the top-right panel of Fig. 2, we show the integrated

approximate Gaunt factor (15) and compare it to the

numerical values of the exact expression. In the bottom

panel, the relative error of the approximation with re-

spect to the exact Gaunt factor is shown. Equation (15)

has a maximum deviation of 1.8% from the exact result.

The Elwert approximation (7) works well for x � 1

but overestimates the integrated Gaunt factor by more

than 150% in the classical regime. The Kramers ex-

pansion3 (8) and the soft-photon approximation (9) fail

completely when the x-integration is performed since

they take on negative values outside their region of va-

lidity.

In Fig. 3 we show the thermal average of Eq. (10)

and Eq. (15) and compare it to the exact result. In

the top-left panel, the approximate thermally averaged

3
The integrated Kramers expansion takes on negative values
across the whole νi range in the right panel and is therefore not
shown in Fig. 2; the same holds for Fig. 3.

Gaunt factor 〈gff〉 is shown in dashed red and the exact

one in solid black for seven values of log10 ξ = [−6, 0]

in increments of 1 dex. The Elwert approximation (7),

the Kramers expansion (8) and the soft-photon approx-

imation (9) are given by the dash-dotted, dash-double-

dotted and dotted lines, respectively. In the top-right

panel, the same comparison is shown for the total Gaunt

factor 〈gff〉tot. In the bottom panels one observes that

the maximum error of the approximate Gaunt factor

is 1.1% for 〈gff〉. The approximate total Gaunt factor

〈gff〉tot is always smaller than the exact result and has a

maximum error of 1.7%.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we present an approximate formula for

the Gaunt factor of electron-ion bremsstrahlung that is

easy to evaluate and deviates less than 3% from the

exact result for most of the allowed parameter space.

Larger deviations are only observed in isolated regions

at the quantum-to-classical crossover when the photon

energy is close to the kinematic endpoint. Our approxi-

mate formula is analytically integrable in photon energy.

The integrated Gaunt factor has a maximum error of

1.8% at νi ∼ 1. Both the approximate formula and the
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integrated version show the correct asymptotic behav-

iors in the Born and classical regions.

The two analytical approximate formulæ allow for

easy numerical integration to calculate thermally aver-

aged quantities, such as production spectra and cooling

rates. While production spectra can be estimated with

1% accuracy, the approximate bremsstrahlung-induced

cooling rate is smaller than or equal to the exact re-

sult across the entire phase space with a maximum er-

ror below 2% reaching its maximum at the quantum-to-

classical crossover. While our proposed expressions can-

not replace exact results (or highly-accurate tabulations

thereof), they are helpful for numerically inexpensive yet

reasonably accurate determinations of bremsstrahlung

rates of arbitrary non-relativistic relative velocity and

all photon energies.
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